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conscripting armies were brought together by generals to take on the enemy, though the armies
were usually paid for, so raising armies is not always an indication of a threat. typically though,
armies recruited from a peasantry working the land, and their growth was in the fast track to a
large army. in some cases a group of prisoners of war were also used to raise an army. each nation
has its own army building technologies but the materials required are the same. each technology
requires a set number of research points. the name of the technology determines how many
research points it requires. within a faction, the generals can allocate resources to military
technologies using the settings at the bottom of the bottom of the screen. this is where you can
allocate production point bonuses to a technology, such as adding hit point bonuses to the seaxes
and black powder factories. it is usually best to allocate these points at the start of a game as they
do not have to be expended in the next few turns. most military unit types have statistics, such as
hit points, movement points, unit morale, etc. these are usually listed on the left hand side of the
unit card under the unit types headings. this is a list of the various unit types. the names are linked
to the description of each unit type, which can be read by selecting one of the unit types. if you
ever wanted to create your own naval combat mode, naval combat is at the heart of total war:
warhammer 2. it is a naval-based system, where two sides take turns to move their ships on the
battle map. the designers have tried to keep the naval mechanics complex but playable and you
will find that the new naval combat gameplay has its own special rules. the level of naval combat
depends on the size of the map and the distance between the two opposing fleets. the game is a
mix of the old naval combat and some new tactics which you must master.
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